By the time our friends receive this edition of Light and Life, our Church calendar will have invited us to embrace the disciplines of Lent. Many of us will recall how gloomy these forty days appeared when we were growing up, and how we dreaded the season’s disciplines. We may be glad, then, that some of the Lenten rigors have been reduced. But what has not changed is the season’s invitation to identify ourselves more closely with Our Savior, who offered these forty days as an example of trust and renewal.

We often think of “giving up” something during Lent in the very narrowest of terms, doing without something we enjoy. What might happen if we were to think of these sacrifices as acts we “give up” -- offer, as gifts -- to God? After all, the word “sacrifice” means giving something to God, an act that makes our gift holy.

Our model in this holy activity, of course, is Jesus, who lay aside his majesty to take on our human nature and offer it up on the cross. Whatever we decide to do during Lent, whether to “do without” or embrace an additional spiritual exercise, our actions are a way of identifying ourselves more closely with Jesus, who identified Himself wholly with us.

RECOMMENDED READING

Regina Coeli gathers together Dominican father, Michael Morris’ reflections on the Blessed Virgin, printed in Magnificat magazine. Whether you have been reading Father Morris’ delightful – and informative – comments from the earliest editions of Magnificat or are being introduced to them for the first time, Regina Coeli will simultaneously increase your love for the Mother of God and for an art form that draws us closer to Mary and her divine Son. 160 Pages, Art Paperback. $24.95.

Praying the Rosary for the World is a remarkable devotional guide, prepared by the cloistered Dominican nuns at Corpus Christi Monastery, in Menlo Park, California. The booklet is particularly valuable this year, when we celebrate the one hundredth anniversary of Our Lady’s apparition to the shepherd children at Fatima. Those seeking new insights as they pray the Rosary will find this booklet a worthy companion on their spiritual journey. One of the sisters responsible for the booklet said, “Mary told us at Fatima, ‘Pray the Rosary every day to obtain peace for the world.’ This is our way of following Our Mother’s direction.” Paperback, $2.50.

HAIL FR. DUFFNER

The RMS Titanic met its fate during the night of April 14 – 15, 1912. The following year, the 16th Amendment authorized the U.S. government to collect Income Tax, due on April 15. Two years later, when the world longed something to brighten the middle of April, Paul Duffner was born, on April 14. Despite his 102 years, Fr. Duffner remains dedicated to the Rosary Center, a ministry he directed faithfully for many decades. He is no longer the star athlete he was in his youth, but benefactors have provided a mechanical "lift" that enables our patron to reach the Center’s office without having to negotiate any steps. Please keep Fr. Duffner in your prayers. You may be certain he prays for you!
THE GIFT, AND COST, OF HUMAN SEXUALITY

Several years ago, when we considered the Sixth Commandment, we observed that human sexuality is an immense blessing, one that comes with the correspondingly high price of our human responsibility. The first act of this responsibility is to remember that man and woman are equally created in God’s image. Therefore, the Catechism observes, quoting Pope St. John Paul II, “God gives man and woman an equal personal dignity.” (CCC, # 2334) This dignity is realized most visibly and completely in Christian marriage. The old admonition read to couples at their wedding ceremony reminded them that in the Sacrament of Matrimony, God gave to man a share in the greatest work of creation, the work of the continuation of the human race. And in this way he sanctified human love and enabled man and woman to help each other live as children of God, by sharing a common life under his fatherly care.

MARRIAGE SETS THE STANDARD

The words of this admonition are an elegant summary of the Church’s teaching on the proper use of our human sexuality. And as we embark upon the sad task of considering the sin of lust, we will find ourselves repeatedly contrasting this sin to the virtuous example of enjoying the gift of human sexuality within the context of marriage.

LUST: A DEFINITION

St. Thomas Aquinas ordinarily provides definitions that are quite detailed and require serious study if we are fully to grasp them. When he addresses lust, however, the Angelic Doctor sets a standard for simplicity, observing only Venereal [sexual] pleasures above all debauch a man’s mind. Therefore lust is especially concerned with such like pleasures. (ST II-II, 153.1)

THE DISORDER OF LUST

He continues, “A sin, in human acts, is that which is against the order of reason,” and adds, “…the order of reason consists in its ordering everything to its end in a fitting manner.” (ST II-II, 153.2) These words are key to understanding the sin of lust: it is a misuse of our human sexuality, the pleasure of which is designed to draw married partners closer together, and to guarantee the future of our human race.

No one will question the seriousness of continuing the human race. The necessity of providing for our future helps us understand the importance of our sexuality – and grasp the seriousness of its misuse. Here again, St. Thomas offers a wise reflection,

The more necessary a thing is, the more it behooves one to observe the order of reason in its regard; [likewise] the more sinful it becomes if the order of reason be forsaken. (ST II-II, 153.3)

THE CONSEQUENCES OF LUST

Lust is a serious sin because it turns us away from the true goals for which we have been given the gift of our sexuality. However, because the physical pleasures promised by lust are so great, lust can intrude in our lives by confusing our higher, mental and spiritual faculties – our reason and our will – as well.

SOME EXAMPLES

When he considers the havoc lust can wreak in our Christian life, St. Thomas cites rashness, which is a lack of moderation or control. So, too, is thoughtlessness, which affects our capacity to judge between right and wrong, and inconstancy, which is an inability to remain faithful to our commitments.

The effects of lust on our will are twofold, and both involve lust’s tempting us to choose ourselves, and what we perceive as our immediate, personal good, over the immense (but invisible) benefits God promises in the future. The first of these effects is a confusion of proper ends, namely, self-love which can become so great it results in a hatred of God because He forbids a pleasure we so ardently desire.

The second is a confusion of the things directed to their proper end. This results in a love of this world, and despair of a future world. This is not the sin of despair, by which we believe we cannot be saved, but rather so thorough-going a commitment to our sexual pleasures that we lose interest in the good things God promises in the future.

SEX & OUR MODERN WORLD

Here, perhaps, we find a clue to the overwhelming presence of sex in our society. We need consider almost any advertisement we see these days; nearly all promise what sociologists have named “instant gratification.” We may identify the flaws in this promise, but we cannot deny its appeal. Nor can we deny that God’s promises may sometimes pale in comparison. In the middle of the last century, a Dominican theologian, Thomas Gilby, summed up modern humanity’s moral plight when he wrote, “Man cannot live without joy. That is why one deprived of spiritual joy goes over to carnal pleasures.” (Peter Kreeft, Practical Theology, Spiritual Direction from Saint Thomas Aquinas, p. 188.)
THE SERIOUSNESS OF SEXUAL SINS
When we began this reflection we observed that our human sexuality realizes its highest goal in Christian marriage. We should not be surprised, then, to learn that the sins of lust increase in gravity as they less and less mirror the sexual union of married couples. Fornication, or sexual relations between a man and woman unmarried to one another, may duplicate the sexual activity of husband and wife, but their union is not intended to foster the couple’s common life as partners in marriage. Moreover, although the sexual acts of unmarried partners may produce children, these children will be deprived of the benefits that come from a true marriage.

CONSEQUENCES OF IGNORING MARRIAGE
We might be surprised to learn that when he considers the sinfulness of fornication, St. Thomas identifies the penalty suffered by children born to unmarried parents the primary ill attached to the act. He states, “...every sin committed directly against human life is a mortal sin,” and adds

Now it is evident that the upbringing of a human child requires not only the mother’s care for his nourishment, but much more the care of a father as guide and guardian...Hence human nature rebels against an indeterminate union of the sexes and demands that a man should be united to a determinate woman...since fornication is an indeterminate union of the sexes...it is opposed to the good of the child’s upbringing.... (ST. II-II, 154.2)

ADULTERY
St. Thomas proposes a similar reason to explain the sinfulness of adultery. In addition to their obvious turning away from chastity, the adulterous individuals abandon their responsibility to foster mutual love and produce children in their own marriages, and also impede their partners’ fulfilling that same responsibility.

SEDUCTION & INCEST
As we have seen, the particular characteristics of lust may be distinguished by the different conditions of the individuals who misuse their sexuality. In this regard we must consider seduction, in which a man beguiles a virgin into sacrificing her purity, and incest, in which a couple, who are members of the same family, share sexual relations. The Fourth Commandment admonishes us to honor our parents. St. Thomas teaches that the honor due parents must also be paid to “other blood relations who are descended in near degree from the same parents.” (ST II-II, 154.9)

RAPE
St. Thomas defines rape narrowly, saying it is “employ[ing] force in order unlawfully to violate a virgin.” Our present-day sensibilities expand this definition, and our Catechism defines rape, simply, as “the forcible violation of the sexual intimacy of another person.” The text continues, “Rape deeply wounds the respect, freedom, and physical and moral integrity to which every person has a right.” (CCC, #2356)

MASTURBATION
Masturbation is a further example of the lustful misuse of our sexuality. This should come as no surprise, as masturbation is clearly an individual’s using for his or her own pleasure a gift designed to be shared with another, within a particular context, and for a particular reason.

HOMOSEXUAL ACTS
Homosexual relations are an example of sexuality similarly misused. The Catechism teaches, “They close the sexual act to the gift of life. They do not proceed from a genuine affective and sexual complementarity.” (CCC, #2357)

A CAUTION
Here we must distinguish between the act and the person who performs it. A homosexual act, or any sexual act not intended to promote family life and the holiness of marriage, is disordered. However, our Catechism observes

The number of men and women who have deep-seated homosexual tendencies is not negligible. This inclination, which is objectively disordered, constitutes for most of them a trial. They must be accepted with respect, compassion, and sensitivity. Every sign of unjust discrimination in their regard should be avoided. These persons are called to fulfill God’s will in their lives and, if they are Christians, to unite to the sacrifice of the Lord’s Cross the difficulties they may encounter from their condition. (CCC, #2358)

THE QUEST FOR JOY: A REMEDY FOR LUST
We earlier quoted Thomas Gilby, who wrote that our failure to find spiritual joy may lead to our choosing physical pleasure. Thomas Aquinas defines joy as the satisfaction arising from accomplishing some good work or possessing some good thing. This suggests a deepening of our spiritual life as a remedy for lust. The early Church writers realized we cannot defeat sin by our human reason alone; we must turn to God. Kevin Vost, a spiritual writer we have mentioned in earlier reflections, says the Sacrament of reconciliation is an important first step in our battle against lust and the quest for joy.

TEPS ALONG THE WAY
If lust continues to prompt unwholesome thoughts, Vost urges us

...immediately [to] seek God’s help, perhaps by a prayer that is very swift and powerful, such as the ancient Jesus Prayer that the Desert Fathers were so fond of: “Lord Jesus Christ, have mercy on me, a sinner.” Hereby, we immediately call out for Christ’s help to cast out the demon of fornication... [for] Christ can cast out all demons and sins.... (Vost, The Seven Deadly Sins, p. 165)

ANOTHER STEP: A QUICK PRAYER TO MARY
The Litany of the Blessed Virgin addresses Mary as “Virgin most pure” and “Cause of our Joy.” Mary is our model in all things, and at every moment of our life. To address Mary by these titles, followed by the petition, “Pray for us,” identifies us with Our Blessed Mother. Together with the Rosary, these short prayers sow seeds of devotion that our faith assures us will yield the harvest of everlasting life.
THE ROSARY CENTER INVITES YOU
ON A PILGRIMAGE TO
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IN CELEBRATION OF THE
100TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE VISIONS OF FATIMA
LED BY
FR. MARK PADREZ, OP & FR. JAMES MOORE O.P.

JUNE 1-9, 2017

PRICES STARTING AT
$3,999

FATIMA | PORTO | LISBON

- (7) nights’ accommodations at 3 & 4 star hotels:
  3 nights in Oporto, 3 nights in Fatima and
  1 night in Lisbon
- Continental breakfast daily
- (3) dinners
- (1) wine-tasting lunch
- Luxury motor coach for airport transfers in Portugal
  and specified sightseeing
- Tour manager while in Europe
- Local guides according to the itinerary
- Sightseeing & entrance fees according to itinerary
- Daily Mass in unique and historical churches
- Hotel & city taxes
- Porterage for 1 piece of luggage
- Round trip scheduled commercial air from San
  Francisco, CA (SFO) to the Porto Airport in Portugal
  (OPO) returning from Lisbon (including fuel
  surcharges and government imposed fees of $575
  as of 09/26/16; final amount subject to change)

Contact Corporate Travel Now To Register at:
Elizabeth: 313-565-8888 ext. 150 | emarkey@ctcentral.net
or Kendall: ext. 121 | kkarpick@ctcentral.net